January meeting cancelled

New Orleans Section will not have a January general meeting.

The section’s executive committee has not been able to attract a quorum for any of its monthly meetings so far this operating year. Planning for general meetings has been a difficult proposition.

There is no doubt that a contributory factor to curtailment of routine operations has been the general dislocations in the oil and gas industry during the past months.

The scant availability of members and officers—elected and committee chairman volunteers, alike—to attend meetings has had an impact on their abilities to participate in section activities.

The new calendar year might bring changes to section operations that could provide better information and guidance to readers in future editions of *The Current Newsletter*.

Check out these Society resources

Check out this Society resource by clicking here. You do not have to log in if you’re not a member or have forgotten your login credentials. It will take you to ISA’s Standards and Publications web page. (Use the following URL to get there manually: isa.org; then select the Standards & Publications link at the top of the page in the green colored navigation bar.)

On the right-hand side of the resultant page you will see additional links for finding and purchasing standards publications and as well as books available through the ISA bookstore.

Say, you're interested in finding a standard. Click on the Find ISA Standards: Numerical Order link and land on the list of standards. You may purchase the standard or book directly from the secure website. If you’re a member of ISA, you may view your document on line by following the simple login procedure.

This Society resource also provides links to *InTech* magazine, technical papers, ISA transactions, and the ISA Directory of Automation.

So check it out. It’s one of the benefits of being a member of the Society.